NO MORE and Financial Literacy Month, April 2014

NO MORE WAGE INEQUALITY
Ensuring that women have equal pay allows them to build economic self-sufficiency and escape abuse. 
#endDV #NoMore

NO MORE FINANCIAL ABUSE
Financial abuse is experienced in 99% of abusive relationships. 
#endDV #NoMore

KNOW MORE ABOUT FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT
Workplace protections are designed to keep employees and businesses safe. 
#endDV #NoMore

KNOW MORE ABOUT THE SIGNS OF FINANCIAL ABUSE
It may be subtle or overt, but financially abusive behaviors include limiting access to or concealing information about family finances. 
#endDV #NoMore
NO MORE IDENTITY THEFT

In an abusive relationship, perpetrators steal victim’s identity, money, credit or property in order to keep them from leaving.

#endDV #NoMore

KNOW MORE ABOUT PROTECTING YOUR IDENTITY

Abusers wreak havoc on victim’s financial future by charging debts in their name, ruining their credit score and causing them to lose loans or government services.

#endDV #NoMore

NO MORE RUINED CREDIT

In a financially abusive relationship, abusive partners often steal their victim’s identity, money, credit, or property in order to keep them from leaving.

#endDV #NoMore

KNOW MORE ABOUT PROTECTING YOUR CREDIT

Abusers often wreak havoc on victim’s financial future by charging debts in their name, ruining their credit score, and causing them to lose funds or services.

#endDV #NoMore

makings